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A
a/an  128
above  144
according to  60-61, 143
across  144
AD/A.D.  172
addressing people  194
(a) few  30, 126-127
against  143
ago  134
(a) little  126-127, 186
a lot of  126
a piece of  30
adjectives
    position  15 
    adjectives used as plural nouns  31
    comparative  66
    superlative  68
adverbs  
    manner  132-133
    time  134-135
    place and direction  135-136
    degree  126-127
after (preposition)  143
all  127 
also  150
am/a.m.  171 
-an/ian (suffix)  178  
and  148, 50
any  127
anybody, anything, anywhere  130
apologies  82
apostrophe  193
as … as  66
asking the time see clock times
as well  150
at
   place  37, 44
   time  37-38
at all  127

B
backwards  136
BC/B.C.  172
be  12 
    simple present (am, is, are)  52, 54-55
    simple past (was, were)  52, 58, 60-61
    future (going to/will be)  96
    in zero and first conditionals (am, is, are)  140
be born  88
because  150
because of  143

become  96, 188-189
before (preposition)  143
behind  144
below  144
beside  144
between  144    
both … and  150-151
but  149
by 
    means/method  149 

C
can/can’t
          ability  120
    possibility  121
    permission and requests  121-122  
capital letters  192
clock times  170-171
comparative of adjectives  66
                     of adverbs  136
compound nouns   
    closed form  40 
    open form  41
compound subjects  50
conditional sentences
    type zero  140
    type one  140
conjunctions  148
countable/uncountable  30, 128
countries  176

D
dates  172  
days  172
decimals  167
definite article see the
degree adverbs see adverbs of degree
demonstrative adjectives and pronouns  64, 173
despite  143
direct object see object
down  136

E
each  128
each other see pronouns
-ed (suffix)  182, 183
either  150 
either … or  151
-er (suffix)  178, 181
excuse me  82
ever  127
every  128, 134 
everybody, everything, everywhere  130
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F
first  143, 165
for  142 
    + indirect object  37
    with present perfect tenses  74   
forwards  136 
frequency adverbs 134
fractions  167
from  38 
-ful (suffix)  182 
future  13  
          going to  96
          will  96
          present continuous  73
future time adverbs see adverbs of time

G
going to  see future
goodbye  88, 114  
good wishes  31, 82
greetings  31, 88

H
here  135
half  167-168
have/has got  46
have to  118
how?  104
how about sb/sth?  151
how long?  74
how many?  105
how much?  106, 169  
how old?  106

I
if clauses see conditional sentences
imperatives  114    
in
   place  37, 44
   time  37-38
in front of  144
indirect object see object
inside (adverb)  136
in spite of  143
indefinite article see a/an
-ish (suffix)  186
-ist (suffix)  178, 179 

J
jobs  178, 179, 181
just  135

L
languages  177
later  134
last week/month/year  134
-less (suffix)  183
let me  116
let’s  116
like (preposition)  142
like doing something  74

M
madam  194
many  126
may/might  121-122
maybe  56, 81
mine, yours etc see pronouns
modals  118, 120-122
money  169
months  172
my, your etc see possessive adjectives 
myself, yourself etc see pronouns
Mr, Mrs/Miss  194 
much  126
must/mustn’t  118

N
nationalities  176
necessity  118
neither … nor  152
-ness (suffix)  180
next to  144
never  127
nobody, nothing, nowhere  130
non-progressive verbs  73
not only … but also  151
nouns  14-15
     compound  40-42
     plural  30
     possessive case  36     
numbers
     cardinal  164
     + of  164
     ordinal  165
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O
obligation  118
object of a verb 
     direct  34-35
     indirect  37
     in word order  156
of
     possessive  36
     quantity  30
offers  81, 114, 116
on
     place  37, 44
     time  37-38
once, twice etc  134
opposite (preposition)  144
or  149
ordinal numbers see numbers
-ous (suffix)  182
outside (adverb)  136
own (adjective)  112

P
past time adverbs see adverbs of time
percentages  168
perhaps  56, 81
permission  121-122
place adverbs see adverbs of place
plural nouns  30
pm/p.m.  171
possessive adjectives   
     my, your etc  32, 173
possessive ’s  36, 111, 179 
present continuous  72-73
present continuous as future  73
present perfect and present perfect continuous
 with since or for  74 
 for finished actions  13, 87, 92
present time adverbs see adverbs of time
pronouns
     subject 
           I, you etc  32, 48-49, 173 
     object
           me, you etc  173
     possessive  
           mine, yours etc  110
     reflexive
           myself, yourself etc  111
     reciprocal
           each other/one another  112

Q
quantity words  126-128
questions 
     yes/no questions with
          be  52-53
             there is/are  44  
             have/has got  46  
          verbs  70-71
     tag questions with
          be  53
          verbs  71
     wh- questions  100-116

R
rather  185
reflexive pronouns see pronouns
requests  81, 114, 122
 

S
-’s  see possessive ’s
seasons  172
See you later  82
several  126
shall I/we?  116
short answers with
     be  53
     there is/are  44
     have/has got  46
     verbs  71
simple past with  
 be  52, 58, 60-61
 verbs  86, 92
simple present with
 be  52, 54-55 
 verbs  78
-ship (suffix)  180
should/shouldn’t  118
since (with present perfect tenses)  74
sir  194 
slightly  185
some  126
somebody, something, somewhere  130
still  135
subject  34, 48-50
subject-verb agreement  49-50
sums  169
 addition
 subtraction
 multiplication
 division
superlatives  68
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T

tag questions see questions
telling the time see clock times 
telephone numbers  169
thanking  82, 114
the  35
    + adjective  31
(and) then  143
there (adverb)  135
there is/there are  44
thing  130
this/that, these/those  64, 173
till, until  143
time adverbs see adverbs of time
to
   movement  37
   + indirect object  37
too (degree)  126
= also  150
towards  143
-ty/-ity (suffix)  180

U
-un (suffix)  183
under  144
until see till
up (adverb)  136

V
verbs  
    talking about
        the present  73-74, 80
   the past  87, 92  
   the future  73, 96
very  126, 184-185

W
want to do something  73
weather conditions  182
what?  102-103
     + be like?  104 
     + look like?  104
when?  103
where?  103-104
which?  106
who?  100-101
whose?  101
why?  105
what time? see clock times
whole  127
will (requesting/willingness/possibility)  81
will future see future with will
with  149

word formation  
     nouns  178-181
     adjectives  182-186
     verbs  187-191
word order  12, 156
would (requesting/offering/inviting)  81
would like to do something  73
Y
-y (suffix)  182, 186 
yes/no questions see questions
yet  135
  years  172


